The Material World

Quentin Cooper

Quentin Cooper : And now coming to a cinema near you in 1939:

"America's most thrilling story - of love so great,and faith so strong,that it inspired this man to endure ridicule,privation and hunger,to achieve the miracle of wings for the human voice."

The trailer designed to have audiences clamouring to see the story of Alexander Graham Bell,a biopic starring Don Ameche as the inventor of the telephone. Not a bad film a distinct rarity in showing science and a piece of science history in a positive light.

[Not the only one Edward G Robinson as Paul Erlich,there's one with Robert Donat as I think Browning and cameras,and the biopic of Edison amongst others -LB]

It also had an impact on popular understanding of science. For years afterwards people used the expression "I'll get you on the Ameche" because he invented it in the movies. Much of the rest of our vision of science history is similarly blurry - we remember Newton's apple if not his laws,Einstein's moustache and E=Mc2,even if we're unsure about what E,M or C stand for or what the formula implies.But does it matter if our knowledge of knowledge of science history is more Simon Sharma than deep and detailed,or even if it's more Sellars and Yateman than Simon Sharma?
Well with me are two people who I suspect are not of that opinion,and evidence in their favour is the ever increasing popularity of books on science history - Dr John Turney is editor of a new series of such books called "Revolutions in Science" and also here is former MIT physicist Professor Arthur Miller,although Professor Miller and Dr Turney can now both be found at the department of science and technology studies at university college London.
John Turney when you're tapping into people's interest in science history is it the scientists or the science they tend to be intrigued by?

John Turney : I think if you ask people what they knew about the history of science I think they would probably come up with a few well-worn stories about Newton's apple,maybe Einstein's eclipse. The reality is I guess like everything else the history of science is all around us. If you want to explain any of modern science you tend to go back to quantum mechanics or relativity [see www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/relativity.html ] those are both nearly a hundred years old - we're still trying to explain them to ourselves. So in a way popular science is full of the history of science almost in spite of itself.

Quentin Cooper : You mean it's easier to understand the characters than understand the science,so very naturally we gravitate to Einstein with big yellow moustache,rather than trying to gravitate towards the complexities of quantum mechanics?

John Turney : That's also part of it,yes,when this is a culture that loves a biography,loves a great person making a great discovery and if the science is a bit hard there's always a temptation to go into the personal idiosyncrasies,Einstein's love life [www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/secret.html ],Galileo's daughter, we have Darwin's daughter recently published. I guess domestic spice in Newton's life would be a bit difficult because he a notorious celibate - so there we're stuck with the apple in the tree in  the country estate,but no doubt if we knew a bit more we'd have stories about Newton's sex life as well.

Quentin Cooper :  Arthur Miller, does biography get in the way of understanding the science or does it enlighten and elucidate?

Arthur Miller : Oh I think it definitely enlightens and elucidates,indeed one can discuss and explain a lot of science through biography as I have tried to do recently in my recently published book "Einstein,Picasso,Spacetime and the beauty that causes havoc to" (??) which is a parallel biography of Einstein and Picasso during their most creative days.

Quentin Cooper :   Einstein! As soon as you mention Einstein,we have a mental picture of him - he's a guy who turns up on T-shirts a lot,and we know he's important to our history,so immediately,it's better to write about him than it is to say, I don't know,Copernicus or somebody maybe we don't have that image to latch onto - even if  they've got just as interesting a history and just as interesting science?

Arthur Miller : Err that's quite true,Einstein is a an icon. Einstein is one of those scientists perhaps the scientist that achieved fame beyond fame. Now Copernicus is something else - but there are good stories in Copernicus,and through a good story - through a good narrative one can also discuss Coperncus's science.

Quentin Cooper :   But is ...does the character I suppose what I am getting at here - is it essential that we have to deal with individuals? Because a lot of the nature of science is  collaborative,it's not some individual that invented something, and of course sometimes you get to the stage where well say John Logie Baird,we all remember the name of John Logie Baird for television [Sadly Quent I think his name has past into the cobwebbed annals of memory for most people -LB] even if there isn't a single component of a modern television that actually owes its lineage to Baird's discovery [That's because it's the IDEA of television that counts -LB].

Arthur Miller :  Quite true, science is collaboration,but at the moment of scientific creativity the great thinkers close in on themselves,or by themselves and think up the idea solo.But yes there is a collaborative effort,though one cannot divorce great scientists from their cultural milieu,which has to be taken into account,and which is particularly important for figures such as Copernicus, Kepler,Galileo, Newton.

Quentin Cooper :    How does science's popularity now compare to previous centuries? I mean I imagine that in the 17th and 18th and 19th,and 20th centuries there was some widespread popular interest in science wasn't there? But maybe not quite as much as we're stumbling into now?

John Turney :  Well,that's a complicated story,publics they're not the same as they are now - you didn't have mass media,you didn't have radio programmes like this....

Quentin Cooper :  Their loss!

John Turney : ...you had.... (laughs) of course...you had ....if only they'd known! You had different classes with different interests,and certainly in the 17th century it was part of a gentleman's education to know something of what was going on in natural history,natural philosophy,most of the practitioners of experimental philosophy were gentleman,maybe supporting it with their independent wealth. Sometime in the 18th - 19th centuries science became much more removed from other publics,from what came to be defined as "lay-publics" became mysterious,something that happened in a private space,in a laboratory,maybe attracting the sort of Frankenstein suspicions that Mary Shelley made us think about,and now you have to have contrived ways to bring science back to the public.You need these intermediaries,science journalists,the authors of science books,maybe even historians of science who've gone and looked fore new ways of telling old stories.

Quentin Cooper :  Maybe even radio programmes! So is it fair then to say that perhaps in the 17th-18th century there was a perception that you could know something about everything? That there wasn't so much knowledge in the world that that wasn't possible,that therefore science was part of the bundle? Once frontiers began to be pushed back,science began to get a little bit more excluded,it was felt you could sort of "skip" some of the science in favour perhaps of the arts or whatever?

John Turney :  I think it's partly in relation to just an explosion in knowledge in disciplines. I mean one of the things that has made science successful is specialisation.

[It's also one of the things that could be its undoing because as Davis and Hersch point out with respect to maths -people in one area don't understand the specialist skills and language of another - it's Ulam's Dilemma. As Theodore Zeldin pointed out,generalists are needed to act as interpreters - the science journalist fulfils that role,as do other people,sometimes who are not scientists themselves -LB]

You need a core group of people who know a certain set of things agree about some things,then the debate starts. If you don't have that special community,it's quite difficult to drive scientific knowledge forward.

Quentin Cooper :  But I suppose..I get the impression from what I know of the early 20th century say - to pick a period - that you ....if you were part of the chattering classes,you would be expected to have an opinion on the latest art or the latest theatre or whatever ,but you'd might get away with not having any great thoughts on science. It wouldn't work the other way around?


John Turney :  This is...it begins to sound a little bit like that dread phrase "The Two Cultures" [See www.edge.org,world30.rtf,www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e86/11/toynbee3.html]
doesn't it?
 I think it's more complicated than that.There are many cultures,sometimes they exclude one another.There've always been episodes in science,bits of science that took the public fancy. I mean Einstein was a world figure very shortly after he'd advanced the two theories of relativity,he was this great sage who'd somehow divined the great secrets of the universe,exactly what those secrets were - a bit less clear,they were formulated mathematically - maths is hard to explain,but there...you needed to have an idea about  what kind of things relativity meant - even if it just meant "everything is relative" that would be the dinner table conversation perhaps.
[Exactly - it's far more complicated than that,but it's "hard to explain" -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  Arthur Miller,that man Einstein again,an icon and a turning point in the popularity of science?

Arthur Miller :  Yes I quite agree with that. In particular one can point to the year it happened,to the month - in November 1919,when one of the tests that Einstein proposed to verify General Relativity Theory took place and seemed to verify the theory and Einstein became a world wide figure over night. It was a war weary world. It was a world in which one had the image of this man who looked like he had glimpsed the creation itself. Just sat at his desk - divine laws of the universe - the stars weren't where they were supposed to be,but don't worry - he knows where they are.
Something else that I believe took place in the 1950s-60s,I mean there weren't that many debates about physics,physics was a bit esoteric for the public to debate about it. The metaphors are there in a way to describe the theories,but the metaphors are there for biology,and biology is what matters to the public,and the public can learn about it,and in that sense I think the debates between science and the public,and awareness about science itself began to take off and of course in 1945,with the explosion of the nuclear bombs,one had a false image of scientists,whereas it was the government that was that was actually ...governments that were in charge of nuclear weapons.

Quentin Cooper : It's a very interesting point you make about how the image can permeate in society and I'm thinking of the way that computational metaphors or hologram metaphors,or these days virtual reality metaphors,that you'll get them used ...conversations talk about how the human brain works,but you'll also get them in mainstream movies from The Matrix through to your Bladerunner or whatever.
[Pass my vote on the latter and against the former -LB]

And these all feed science back into itself and can possibly stimulate people to go off and seek more science fact than science fiction?

Arthur Miller :   Yes there are very few good images of the scientist in movies. It's usually of this wacky guy or wacky woman,generally wacky guy. I think the very best one I saw ...I've seen is the discovery of DNA,with Jeff Goldblum and Tim Piggot-Smith I believe his name is - portraying Watson and Crick...

Quentin Cooper :  The Double Helix I think it was called...

Arthur Miller :  Yes it was called one thing in the States and another thing here...

John Turney :  Life Story,when it came out on the BBC.

Quentin Cooper :  Alright.

Arthur Miller : Yeah,I mean that I think is the very best exposition I've seen of scientists. One has to have actors that can speak science.

[Jeff appeared in Jurassic Park as a Chaotician and of course in The Fly as Seth Brundel using matter transporters  -he also hosted Future Quest (Ref:Video BB12). Tim Piggot-Smith narrated the Horizon on John Harrison - inventor of the clock that solved the longitude problem (see www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e86/11/horizon.html and long.html,timehand.html,testtime.html) -LB]
I mean science is a culture unto itself,one has to know how to speak it. In another very good series,was a biography of Oppenheimer,which took place about 15 years ago,which had a wonderful scene of a physics colloquium with the give and take amongst Fermi and Oppenheimer and so on.

Quentin Cooper :  But I mean that...I mean you're saying these are the cases where they got it right. A lot of the time though when you....

Arthur Miller :  Most of the time it's gone wrong..

Quentin Cooper : Yeah when you go wrong. I mean how do we....how do we account for this strange disparity that we're talking here when science seems to have never been more popular,and yet the image of the scientist,and the association between the scientists and some of the evils and horrors in society also seems to be at a high,John.

[Robert Pirsig accounts for that somewhat in "Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance" -LB]

John Turney :  Two reasons,one is that we go from popular science in a sense of  books which are really not a mass medium,I mean okay Hawking sells trillions of copies but by and large the authors of books like this don't sadly. If you switch from there to Hollywood where they're spending tens maybe hundreds of millions of dollars making a movie, they require a global audience, they're in the entertainment business,and the job of the people who write those movies is to tell a good story any way they can. Mad scientists make good villains,they're usually smart - smart villains are more interesting that dull ones. It's an easy script to buy into. There's usually a good scientist foil in there somewhere as well.

[If you look at Jurassic Park - written by someone who writes for entertainment but researches the science properly - you see that it is an entrepreneur - a money maker - that uses science unwisely and ignorantly that causes the problem - the mathematician advises that the outcome is unknown,and the biologists are intrigued by possibilities - it is the corporate misuse of unscrupulous individuals - in this case a computer programmer - that causes the difficulty. Notably the essential message of the movie about gene manipulation and chaos - was dumbed down for entertainment purposes - even with the admirable Jeff Goldblum in situ - the message of Chaos Theory was garbled,into "nature finds a way" - suggesting that dinosaurs who are all female suddenly are able to procreate - I wouldn't have been surprised if the public found that confusing. It's no wonder common misconceptions of Chaos abound with such ideas as "it means 'anything can happen'" or "everything is random" or "we can't measure things properly" -LB]

So why should we expect Hollywood,with that as the main dream factory,to produce realistic images of scientists anymore than they do realistic images of tax inspectors of lawyers or vetinary surgeons?

Quentin Cooper :  So scientists should take it on the chin,really,and say "this is just part of the Hollywood reprocessing of life"?

John Turney :  There's no point in obsessing about the entertainment business,because you aren't going to fix it. The other answer to your question I think is of course that people are interested in technology and they're very ambivalent about the effects of technology - it does good things - computers are great - they also deliver kiddie porn to your child's bedroom. Nuclear energy maybe too cheap to meter - but it also generates bombs,and the image of science has to contend with that.
The terrific series on Oppenheimer, was really a bout a man who had these moral dilemmas [He is quoted as saying "I am become Shiva" upon witnessing the H-bomb - LB],he had in some sense forbidden knowledge - did he use it to help his government build not just one bomb,but a whole series of bombs,because he said the Hydrogen bomb was technically sweet - this is what interests people about the application of science. So maybe the popular science trade books are about the ideas - not just in biology - people are fantastically interested in cosmology,in consciousness,in Chaos Theory [See www.fortunecity.com/emachines/e11/86/beffect.html & friction.html & index1.html] - about all these extraordinary ideas of late 20th century science mainly. But they're also wary of what they read about in the papers about GM foods,about BSE,about AIDS, about antibiotic resistance.

[ See bse.html @Fortunecity & Miller doc at trans.html & tnbg1.html also at Fortunecity -LB]

There are many mansions to public understanding of science and popular conceptions of science,and all these things go on at the same time.

Quentin Cooper :  And much as I'd like to go on at the same time I have to remember that PM is imminent so John Turney,Professor Arthur Miller thank you very much,you're,both clearly past masters of your subject. For more timely insights into science,I commend you to the Material World web pages,first make your way in an orderly fashion to www.bbc.co.uk/radio4 and that's the home of Radio 4 online,and then you can look us up in the list of regular programmes and since we are a regular programme we'll be back next week when we'll be venturing below our customary basement level,to the briny depths of the Atlantic,Pacific and Indian oceans,as we investigate the connection between undersea volcanic ridges and hydrothermal vents and how they help give each ocean their own peculiar complement of deep sea creatures.
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